In this paper we shall study the restriction of holonomic systems of differential equations.
on a hypersurface Y. Then, ~t~ (i.e., the sheaf of the meromorphic sections of ~ with a pole on Y) is a holonomic ~x-Module (in particular, coherent).
Also, we shall prove the following theorem.
Theorem. For two holonomic ~x-Modules J/r and ~,, g.~/i(d/; JV) are constructible (i.e., dimeg~/J(J//; JIr)x< oo for any xaX and there is a stratification on X on each of whose stratum 6~:l~(dt ', JV) is locally constant).
However, the author does not know how to stratify X so that g~'~(d//', ~) is constructible on the strata. This problem is tightly connected with the problem of determining the characteristic variety of (9 r | d/. d~x I wish to thank J.E. Bj6rk, J.-M. Kantor and B. Malgrange for their kind suggestions and friendly discussions about these subjects. w 1. Algebraic Local Cohomologies 1.1. In this paper we denote by X a complex manifold, by to x the sheaf of the holomorphic functions on X and by @x the sheaf of the linear differential operators of finite order.
Let d be a coherent (gx-Ideal and Y the support of (~x/d. For an
Cx-Module ~,, we define with [2, 3] because ~x is faithfully flat over (9 x. We shall define the multiplication of a differential operator P with Ftxlrl(~ ). Suppose that P is of order __<1. Then we have ~xJmP~x d;m-t for m>l.
This gives the ~x-linear homomorphism by the multiplication of P. Hence, we get the homomorphism
~f,~x(~Xd"-~; ~)__, ~%,~,,(~xd"; ~).
Taking the inductive limit on m, we have the homomorphism
F~xlvl(~)~F~xlr~(W), which will be the multiplication by P. It is easy to check that this gives a structure of ~x-Module on F~xlrl(~ ) and that @--~F~xlrl(~ ) is ~x-linear. Therefore, the kernel Fm(o~ ) of this homomorphism has also a structure of ~x-Module. We shall denote by ,,~lrl(~)(resp. ~1(o~)) the k-th derived functor of F~xlrl(~ ) (resp. F~yI(~)).
Since a stalk of an injective ~x-Module is injective over a stalk of (9 x, we have
eXe~x(Cx/d'; ~).
We denote by IRF~rl, ]RF~xlr ~ the right derived functor in the derived category. We have the following triangles:
and we have also the relations (1.2.7) IP'qx' ~'l~q~2~(g') = aqY:~n~qx' ~'~(~-')' qx~q~j(~')=aq~j~qx~(g')=0. ~x,~ is nothing but the Ring of differential operators with pole on Y. Although @x has two structures of (gx-Modules (by the left and the right multiplications), we obtain the same F~x I n(~x). 1.4. We shall investigate the meaning of F~XlV 1 and F m from the viewpoint of systems of differential equations. ( We shall prove the following two theorems in this paper. Remark. In [7] we will see that if J// has regular singularity, then ~oo | | ~/), where ~: is the sheaf of the differential operators of infinite order. However, this relation does not hold when ~# has irregular singularity. 1.5. Let O be the sheaf of the vector fields. Then ~x is an (gx-Algebra generated by 6). Therefore, it is easy to see the following lemma. The following lemma is evident. This lemma is an immediate consequence of the following proposition proved in [4] . (See also [8] .) In order to prove this theorem, we note the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.6. Let ~t and ~2 be two coherent ~x-Modules. Suppose that SS(S1)c~SS(~2) is contained in the zero section of the cotangent bundle T*X. Then 2f 1 | S 2 is also a coherent ~x-Module and its characteristic variety is

Especially, if ~t is holonomic (resp. subholonomic) and 5f 2 is holonomic, then ~1 | 2#2 is holonomic (resp. subholonomic ). ~x
Since 5O1 | 5O2 is obtained as the restriction of the system 5O~ Q 5oz ~x on X x X onto the diagonal set. (See Proposition 4.7.) This proposition is a consequence of Chapter II, Theorem 3.5.3 and Theorem 3.5.9 of [9] . Now, let us prove Theorem 2.5. We take O as in Lemma 2.4. Since SS(~u)c~SS(@f') (resp. SS(~u)mSS(~f~)) is contained in the zero section of T*X on f2-f-t(0), @fs @ @u (resp. ~fx | ~u) is subholonomic (resp. holonomic) on p_f-l(0).
Since there are surjective homomorphisms Nfs | ~u ~ ~(f~ | u)-~-@(flu) (resp. ~fz @ -@u ~ -@(fa | u) ~ ~), we can conclude that ~(ffu) (resp. ~) is subholonomic (resp. holonomic) on
-f-'(o).
Let 5O (resp. 5O') be the sub-Module of ~(f~u) (resp. ~) consisting of all w such that ~ w is subholonomic (resp. holonomic). By [4] (cf. [6] ), 5 ~ (resp. 5O') is subholonomic (resp. holonomic) on (2. Therefore, ~(f~u)/Y and JV~/5 ~ are coherent .@x-Modules supported in f-l(0). Therefore, by Hilbert's Nullstelensatz, there exists an integer m such that .f"-f~u~so (resp. f".f~uEso'). There 
Po has the form
Po = Z A I(x, Dx)(y Dy)J D y.
Therefore, we have
Now, it is easy to see that the canonical homomorphism
is an isomorphism when b(2)4=0, because we can construct the inverse fz u ~---~ b(2)-1 p(2)fz+ 1 u.
Therefore, we get the following Corollary 2.8. lim JV~_,, is a holonomic ~x-Module.
Proposition 2.9. For any coherent ~x-Module Mt, Mlf is a (coherent) holonomic ~x-Module if J4 is holonomic outside f-1(0).
Proof. Since ~'w-~ M/f is an exact functor, we may assume without loss of generality that J//is generated by a section u. Since M/r is the quotient of lim ~f-mu, J/gr is holonomic. Q.E.D. In particular, if g~q are holonomic, then ~r are holonomic. Therefore, if Theorem 1.4 is true for I11 and 112, then it is so for 111 c~ Y2. Since Y is locally a finite intersection of hypersurfaces, we can reduce the theorem to the case in which Y is a hypersurface by induction. This case is nothing but Proposition 2.9.
More generally, we have the following theorem. The author is grateful to J.-M. Kantor for kindly pointing out this result. 
Pl I~Y| l~X
Thus, we have
Thus, it is enough to show 4.5. We know that r163162 ~|162 .A:) is a constructible sheaf for any holonomic ~x-Modules ~' and ~ [5] . Here a sheaf Y is called constructible if there is a stratification of X on each of whose strata ~ is locally constant of finite rank. ~ff is the sheaf of the differential operators of infinite order. Therefore, in particular, ~f~mc(Jr Jf') has a finite-dimensional stalk at each point. Furthermore, by using the previous results, we can prove the following results. has holonomic ~x-Modules as cohomologies. Therefore the theorem follows from the result in [5] . Q.E.D.
